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Throughout time, operational laws and concepts from complex systems have been employed to quantitatively model important aspects and interactions in nature and society. Nevertheless, it remains enigmatic and challenging, yet inspiring, to predict the actual interdependencies that comprise the structure of such systems, particularly when the causal interactions observed in real-world phenomena might be persistently hidden. In this article, we propose a robust methodology for detecting the latent and elusive structure of dynamic complex systems. Our treatment utilizes short-term predictions from information embedded in reconstructed state space.

For centuries, philosophy illuminated the course of humanity’s greatest endeavors. Science gave philosophy a methodological way of empirically testing theories and concepts that helped philosophers to become almost completely disentangled from superstitions, seeking nature’s mechanisms for the first principles of phenomena (1). As an example, Thales of Mileutus was able to predict the next big harvest and reserve olive presses in advance by observing the long-term impact of the weather on olive trees. Thales’ predictions were accurate (2), as he was able to demonstrate profoundly that elaboration on the causes of things leads to a higher understanding of nature’s mechanisms (3). This long-standing desire to understand the first principles of phenomena provides the strongest motivation for the present study.

Natural laws govern planetary to particle motions indisputably. However, when it comes to ecosystems, brain functions, and stock markets, we strive to derive first principles, causal relationships, and driving factors. This lack of clear understanding is the scourge of decision and policy makers, who will eventually follow ad hoc rules or best practices (4). Unavoidably, without a clear interpretation of the systems’ elements and functions, fatal errors lie in wait (5). Nowadays, fortunately, the recent advances in data availability and computational power have created a fertile soil in which to develop fastidious tools for the deeper understanding of such unfathomable systems.

In this work, we develop a robust methodology (see Methods for the details) for detecting the hidden structure in dynamic complex systems. In practice, identifying the most important components of a dynamic complex system and its causal interactions provides an important step toward optimizing the performance and ensuring the stability in its operations (6–9). Our aim is to effectively demonstrate and scholastically test the method’s power and accuracy to reconstruct the fundamental structure of complex systems, also highlighting the most essential operations and components. In particular, for one-step-ahead predictions on time series with a priori interdependencies known, our method demonstrates a remarkable accuracy of 90% over 100,000 simulations. Furthermore, to clearly reveal the multidisciplinary nature of our treatment and its robustness, we delve into three highly complex systems from ecology, neurology, and finance, which often have a large component of noise in data. The present paper expands our understanding of dynamic complex systems.

Applying our method in three distinct areas of research where we already have an a priori knowledge of the crucial components and operations, we reconstruct the most fundamental structure and convincingly evaluate the effectiveness this methodology provides. In this direction, first for a desert ecosystem, we capture both the meaningful invasion and subsequent assimilation dynamics of the invader plant species, Erodium cicutarium, as well as the effects of drought as charted from precipitation and temperature. Second, for a brain activity experiment, we explore and are able to detect an expected (from literature) more intense activity in the frontal region of the control (compared to alcoholic) brain, a negative regime in the alcoholic brain between frontal and parietal regions associated with motor functions, as well as higher concentration of activity in the visual cortex of the control brain. Finally, for a set of banking credit default swaps (CDs), we capture the driving force of Nordic banks, which is confirmed by the International Monetary Fund; the competitive role of German banks given their balance sheets; as well as the central role of certain banks during the 2007 to 2008 crisis.

Results

Overseeing Ecosystem Interdependencies. Ecosystems are characterized by recurring perturbations, swinging among multiple equilibria and chaotic disturbances. A small change in the native
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pool of species can have unpredictable impacts on the long-term balance of a given ecosystem (10). Environmental sentinels are concerned with species invasions and the impact of the weather on erratic regions such as desert ecosystems.

Thus, we employ our methodology in a dataset from a Chihuahuan desert scrubland site established in 1977 near Portal, Arizona (11), which contains four types of measurements: weather variables, quantities of various rodent species, several plant species, and some ant species, a detailed list of which can be seen in SI Appendix, Table S2. Our primary purpose is to retrieve, on the one hand, the causal interdependencies centered around the invader species, Erodium cicutarium (12, 13), and on the other hand to track the traceable impact of the weather on the ecosystem. To infer the type of influence among each species, an adequate backtesting procedure is employed, enabling us to assess the type of interdependence. Finally, we use the maximum spanning tree (14) algorithm to eliminate weak interdependencies, and thus to keep the most influential ones. Thus, the strongest links will also be the most meaningful in the ecosystem.

**Diagnosing Disorders from Brain Activity.** The brain, as a system of synaptic activity, is affected by most if not all mental disorders. For example, people suffering from alcoholism tend to exhibit adverse effects in their social life due to the neurotoxic effects on the brain, especially the frontal region. Sometimes, it even leads to persistent functional changes in brain neural circuits (15, 16). Principals of large-scale treatment programs can benefit from tools that are able to identify factors that differentiate afflicted subjects from control ones.

Inspired by the apparent impact of alcohol on the brain, we use a dataset made available publicly by Henri Begleiter of the Neurodynamics Laboratory of the State University of New York Health Center in Brooklyn (17). We use electroencephalography (EEG) measurements from 10 alcoholic and 10 control subjects. The dataset contains recordings from 64 electrodes placed on the subjects’ scalps, which were sampled at 256 Hz (3.9-ms epoch) for 1 s. For our analysis, we consider each subject’s exposure to a single stimulus of object pictures chosen from a curated picture set (18). The electrode positions were located at standard sites (Standard Electrode Position Nomenclature according to the American Electroencephalographic Association). The data collection process is described in detail in ref. 19. Additionally, summary details for the electrodes corresponding to specific brain regions are provided in SI Appendix, Table S3. Our purpose is to reconstruct the vital causal structure of the alcoholic brain compared to the control one. To that end, we perform backtesting to infer at each time step the type of causality for each pair of electrodes.

**Monitoring Derivatives’ Systemic Risk.** Ever since the inauguration of derivative financial products, such as options and CDSs, the selection and subsequent management of portfolios has become increasingly challenging. Furthermore, all market participants are intrinsically linked, and a small decision by one can have far-reaching consequences for the market. Therefore, fund managers need to constantly investigate the ever-increasing volume of data, to optimize decision making and mitigate systemic risk.

Banks, with the incentive of hedging risk with respect to their lending operations, as well as freeing up-regulatory capital, have been the prevalent actors in the CDS market. From 1998 to 2007, the global CDS market was estimated at about $300 billion, with JP Morgan alone accounting for about $50 billion of this (20). Starting from early 2008, the global financial crisis has been quite intertwined with the role of banking CDSs. Nordic and German banks have been key components of the global financial network from 2008 onward. This motivates us to investigate further the interdependencies of banking CDSs and test whether our method can identify the de facto key players during global financial crisis and postcrisis periods. We use a dataset of daily CDS spreads from the banking sector with a 5-y maturity (SI Appendix, Table S4) spanning from December 14, 2007, to May 13, 2019. The time series were retrieved from Thomson Datastream. To assess the nature of causality, we perform backtesting to infer at each time step how each stock influences each other stock daily.

**Tracking Invasion Dynamics and Weather Impact in a Desert Ecosystem.** During the “preinvasion” period (Fig. 1A), Erodium cicutarium (the invader) accounted for a very small percentage of the local flora (12, 13). This information is captured with our method given that two species of ants and one species of plants are negatively related to the invader, attesting to an underlying hostility. At the “breakout” of the entrenchment (Fig. 1B), the invader’s abundance rose to account for 25% of the flora measured (21, 22), probably related to the positive influence from an ant species and the subsequent (Fig. 1C) positive causality from some plant and ant species. Still, however, another plant species had a negative causality on the invader, a pattern we can also see in the preinvasion period. Later (Fig. 1D), despite some insisting negative influences on the invader’s abundance, an ant species is found to be positively associated with the invader. Down the line (Fig. 1E), we find again that the invader is involved in a mixed

![Cumulative causal networks (using Eq. 11) for six separate periods: (A) from 1993 to 1997, before the “aggression” of Erodium cicutarium; (B–E) from 1998 to 2007, invasion periods of interest; (F) from 2008 to 2009, postinvasion period. The node icon is representative of the node’s type (ants, plants, rodents, weather). The link color denotes type of causality (blue for positive, red for negative, and purple for dark).](image-url)
triangle, with a plant species affecting it positively, and another ant species negatively. In the final period (Fig. 1F), only temperature affects the invader, suggesting an imminent assimilation with the rest of the ecosystem. The main insight here is that sporadic positive causalities on the invader species during the postinvasion period (Fig. 1 C–F) probably aided its successful spread in the ecosystem.

As far as the impact of the weather is concerned (Fig. 1A), both temperature and precipitation negatively impact two rodent species, one ant species, and one plant species, attesting to the severe drought that occurred in this period (23). Later (Fig. 1B), we observe the development of a dark causality regime, again involving temperature and precipitation, with an ant species at its center. Subsequently (Fig. 1C), temperature and precipitation play a persistent driving role in the rest of the ecosystem, in both positive and negative ways, with precipitation later claiming more of a negative force (Fig. 1D) and reverting to a more balanced role thereafter (Fig. 1E). Ultimately (Fig. 1F), only temperature maintains a central role in the ecosystem, affecting plant species in a positive way. However, the fact that this period is characterized by a drought is captured by two ant species being affected by a negative causality from temperature (16). For details on the exact species, see SI Appendix, Figs. S1–S6.

Revealing Distinct Features in Alcoholic Brain Networks. In Fig. 2, we are comparing cumulative adjacency matrices of the “average” alcoholic and control subjects, where darker colors correspond to greater accumulated intensity, according to Eq. 11 of our algorithm. Apparently, the frontal region’s positive interdependencies of the average alcoholic brain (Fig. 2A) are much fainter compared to the average control brain (Fig. 2B). This finding is allegedly related to the exhaustion of the frontal lobe due to the neurotoxic effects of alcohol (15, 16).

However, in terms of negative structure, it is evident that the average alcoholic brain has two specific regions in the adjacency matrix (Fig. 2C), with much more intense interdependencies than in the average control brain (Fig. 2D). These two regions translate to a negative causal regime, between frontal and parietal regions. Frontal region is responsible for the motor functions, while parietal region is responsible for the perception of space as well as navigation. Our results suggest that, in the average alcoholic brain, these two regions cause opposite electrical fluctuations on each other. This is consistent with the known motor impairments as well as sensory handicaps found in an alcoholic (24–26).

Distinctive features are also discovered in the microstructure of dark-type interactions. Most notably, in the average alcoholic brain, the voltage measurement from electrode CZ (rightmost of central

![Fig. 2. Cumulative adjacency matrices for the average positive/negative/dark network structures of alcoholic (A, C, and E) and control subjects (B, D, and F) for the whole experiment duration. The darker color denotes higher accumulated link strength. Positive cumulative interdependencies (aggregating with Eq. 11) range from 0 to 70 for all of the time horizon of the experiment. Similarly, negative cumulative interdependencies range from 0 to 25, and dark cumulative interdependencies range from 0 to 50. Moreover, box 1 corresponds to frontal region, box 2 corresponds to central region, box 3 corresponds to parietal region, box 4 corresponds to occipital region, box 5 corresponds to temporal region, and box * concerns auxiliary electrodes.]
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region) is affected consistently by all other electrodes (Fig. 2E and SI Appendix, Fig. S11). This pattern is absenting from the average control brain, which exhibits stronger causality on electrodes PO7 and PO8 (Fig. 2F and SI Appendix, Fig. S12), which are associated with properties related to visual memory (occipital region). Interestingly enough, the occipital region is involved in the processing of pictures, the region of interest in this experiment. Our analysis suggests a higher influence of occipital region from all brain regions in the control brain, a fact already reflected in the brain research literature (19, 27, 28). For details on the exact electrodes, see SI Appendix, Figs. S7–S12.

**Detecting Persistent Causal Relationships and Influential Assets in the CDS Market.** The most straightforward way to rank CDSs’ contribution to systemic portfolio risk is via influence exerted and influence received. Effectively, we can become aware of which are the CDSs that influence others, while at the same time receiving less influence. In Fig. 3, we present a bubble plot where the x axis corresponds to cumulative out-strength centrality and y axis corresponds to cumulative in-strength centrality (both centralities calculated from the pattern causality networks aggregated at each time step).

We observe that, in terms of positive interdependencies (Fig. 3A), the layout of the CDS causality structure seems to be arranged in a homogeneous manner, suggesting that, when considering both exerted and received influence, the majority of CDSs seem to exhibit a balance between the two. Notably, the most influential CDSs are Svenska Handelsbanken, Nordea Bank AB, and Skandinaviska Ensk Banken (Fig. 3B; see also SI Appendix, Table S5 for the top

![Fig. 3. Bubble plot of CDSs in terms of exerted (x) and received (y) cumulative influence (out- and in-strength centrality, respectively). Strength centralities (values in the axes) were calculated using as weights the cumulative weights from the aggregate adjacency matrices for the whole-time period. The color scale is according to (x − y), thus giving to more influential CDS a darker shade. This process is done separately for positive (A), negative (C), and dark (E) causality. We also focus on the top 10 most influential CDSs according to (x − y) explained above for each category (B) for positive, (D) for negative, and (F) for dark causality. The focus allows us to peek into the top CDSs in terms of every type of causality.](image)
This result suggests that the specific Nordic banks’ CDSs had the highest same-direction predictive capacity on the rest of the CDSs in our dataset. This result might associate with the fact that the Nordic banks were experiencing significantly higher loan-to-deposit ratios than all other banks, leaving them quite exposed to systemic risk, thus making their CDS spreads quite the driving market force (29). Moreover, Svenska Handelsbanken has been a center of attention in terms of its innovative banking model (30).

A similar structure is evident with regard to negative interdependencies (Fig. 3C), although a bit more dispersed, implying a sharper difference between influence exerted and received. The most influential here are Landesbank Badenwürttemberg, Bawag PSK, and Ikb Deutsche Industriebank AG (Fig. 3D; see also SI Appendix, Table S5 for the top 10). Notably, these are German banks, and, in the period under study, they were found to hold substantially large amounts of sovereign bonds in their balance sheets (31), effectively making them the biggest players in the sovereign derivatives market.

Ultimately, contemplating Fig. 3E, we deduce that the causality structure of the dark interdependencies is different compared to the ones observed in the positive and negative interdependencies. CDSs receiving much influence, exert much less, while CDSs exerting much influence, receive less, compared to the previous two cases (positive and negative). In this case, the most influential CDSs are those of Santander UK PLC, Ikb Deutschet Industriebank AG, and Capital One Financial (Fig. 3F; see also SI Appendix, Table S5 for the top 10). At first sight, these banks seem unrelated; however, they were found to be at the very center of the 2007 to 2008 financial crisis (32, 33). For details on the exact CDS interdependencies, see SI Appendix, Figs. S13–S15 and Table S5.

Discussion

In this work, we introduce a framework for the detection of latent and elusive structures in causal networks. Our method is based on short-term predictions drawn from information embedded in a reconstructed state space. The prudent algorithmic design reveals time series causalities in three distinct types, i.e., positive (same-direction), negative (opposite-direction), and dark (mixed-direction) predictive relationships. This targeted partition allows the unique identification of persistent causal structures and dominant influences that would otherwise be lost in the noise of disparate causalities (if we did not discern the three types of interactions). Applying this method to a set of time series measurements from a given complex system allows us to perceive deeply rooted causalities for each of the three types separately. We demonstrate our method’s power to discern the most fundamental components, i.e., the “backbone” that drives a system’s evolution in three different disciplines.

As a first challenge, we tested our method on a desert ecosystem with imperfect measurements of weather conditions, as well as fauna and flora abundances. From observation (12, 13), it was known that this ecosystem experienced an exotic species invasion as well as two periods of severe drought. Our method was able to quantitatively capture the invasion’s dynamics as well as some extra information regarding possible “inside assistance” for the invading species. Moreover, the central role of the weather, both during the droughts and in the other periods, was effectively in tandem with empirical findings (23). Next, we tested our method on a setting from neurology. Well-established literature (24–26) had noted alcoholism’s impact on the frontal lobe. Through our method, we found much fainter positive interdependencies in the frontal region of the average alcoholic compared to the average control brain. Furthermore, under the dark causality spectrum, we were able to identify the average control brain’s higher activity in the occipital region (visual cortex). Finally, being aware of specific banks’ highlighted roles during the last decade (29, 30), we wanted to test our method’s capacity to reconstruct the CDS causal network, while capturing the most impactful components. Indeed, our method was able to identify the high impact of Nordic and German banks on the rest of the banks’ CDSs, as well as banks whose role was very central during the 2007 to 2008 financial crisis. In each case, we are able to reveal the most important factors driving the rest of the system under scrutiny.

Finally, the proposed method can capture a range of causal links in a variety of complex systems. However, from these perspectives, we would like to see the application of the suggested methodology beyond the presented examples, and its reach extended to a much broader class of topics.

Methods

We introduce a method that unveils the structure of complex systems through time series data. Thus, taking a pair of time series and testing it for causality, we check whether, how much, and in which direction X causes Y. In this regard, first, we reconstruct the shadow attractors, i.e., their time-delayed representations on at least a two-dimensional space. Finally, we test X’s ability to predict Y’s values. The better the prediction accuracy is the stronger the causality from X to Y.

Notational Information. Before the theoretical methodology is developed to reveal causal networks, it is necessary to introduce the following notation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X(t) ∈ R</td>
<td>State variables (time series) of the dynamical system ( \Omega ), which operate as a function that maps points from ( \Omega )'s attractor ( M ) to a real-valued scalar. ( X ) may correspond to Cartesian coordinates of the actual ( E )-dimensional state space containing ( M ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t ∈ N</td>
<td>Denotes time measured in discrete steps ( t_1, t_2, t_3 \ldots ) of ( X )'s temporal evolution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L ∈ N</td>
<td>The time series length, which is also called the library of the time series.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E ∈ N</td>
<td>The embedding dimension of the attractor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r ∈ N</td>
<td>The time lag we use to reconstruct a shadow attractor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( M_x ) ∈ ( \mathbb{R}^E )</td>
<td>The shadow attractor reconstructed using time lags of ( (t) ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( (t) ) ∈ ( \mathbb{R}^E )</td>
<td>The points (vectors) of ( M_x ) corresponding to the state of the system at time ( t ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h ∈ N</td>
<td>The prediction horizon ( h ) steps ahead of current time ( t ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( L_1 ) ∈ ( \mathbb{R} )</td>
<td>The Manhattan distance measured as: ( d_L(x(t_1), x(t_2)) = \sum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( L_2 ) ∈ ( \mathbb{R} )</td>
<td>The Euclidean distance measured as: ( d_E(x(t_1), x(t_2)) = \sqrt{\sum (x(t_1) - x(t_2))^2} ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D_x ) ∈ ( \mathbb{R}^{E-1} )</td>
<td>The distance matrix according to some metric (e.g., ( L_1 ) or ( L_2 )).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mathbb{R}^{E-1} )</td>
<td>The nearest neighbors of ( (t) ) according to ( D_x ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mathbb{R}^{E-1} )</td>
<td>The vector of successive percentage changes of ( (t) ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mathbb{R}^{E-1} )</td>
<td>The vector of successive percentage changes of ( g(t-b) ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mathbb{R} )</td>
<td>The current pattern of ( g(t) ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mathbb{R} )</td>
<td>The estimated forecasted pattern of the affected variable. It is extracted as the signature of ( \hat{S}_{\hat{g}(t+h)} ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mathbb{R} )</td>
<td>The pattern causality (PC) matrix, which is a 3D array with dimensions ( (3^{E-1}, 3^{E-1}, L_1) ) that models the influence strength.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A Framework of Causality Assessment. The predictive capability of this approach is assessed by establishing a causal relationship between time series. While, in ref. 34, the influence from \( X \) to \( Y \) is merely quantified by...
comparing patterns from contemporaneous neighborhoods of $M_x$ and $M_y$, here we investigate this relationship further using patterns from $M_x$'s current neighborhood to predict $M_y$'s future patterns ($h$ steps ahead of time $t$). In other words, the strong predictive power of our treatment is deployed by holding the current signature of $X$ left out of the equation and instead using all the future neighbors $Y$. By holding the current signature of $X$ left out of the equation and instead using all the future neighbors $Y$.

\[ P_{(x+y+h)} = \text{signature} \left( \sum_{t=h}^{y} \right) \]

where

\[ S_{y(t+h)} = \sum_{t=h}^{y} w_{t} \cdot s_{t} \]

and

\[ w_{t} = \frac{d_{s_{t}}} {\sum_{t=h}^{y} d_{s_{t}}} \]

The Driver Variable's Pattern. Then, we keep the current pattern of $x(t)$, which is $P_{(x+y)}$:

\[ P_{x+y} = \text{signature} \left( S_{x(t)} \right) \]

by holding the current signature of $x(t)$, we are able to test both the intensity and the type of the causality from $X$ to $Y$.

The Affected Variable's Real Pattern (Backtesting Process). Then, we keep the real pattern of $y(t+h)$, which is $P_{(x+y+h)}$:

\[ P_{x+y+h} = \text{signature} \left( S_{y(t+h)} \right) \]

Here, we extract the real signature of $y(t+h)$ and we are able to test the hypothesis for causality. In order for that to be true, the predicted pattern from Eq. 4 must be the same as the real pattern from Eq. 9. This process is in accordance with $S_{x+y}$. Algorithm 2, 3, and 4 in SI Appendix, Lemmas 1 and 3.

The Nearest Neighbors and Their Future Projections. For each point $x(t)$ in $M_x$, we find its $E+1$ nearest neighbors $NN_{E+1}$, which is the minimum number of points needed for a bounded simplex in an $E$-dimensional space. From these $E+1$ nearest neighbors, we need to keep the time indices, in the corresponding points on $M_y$, and project them ahead by $h$ steps to determine the future states:

a. The projected time indices $t_{1}, t_{2}, \ldots, t_{h}$.

\[ NN_{E+1} = \arg \min_{x \in X} \left( d_{x}(x(t_{1}), x(1)), \ldots, d_{x}(x(t_{E+1}-1), x(t_{E+1})) \right) \]

b. The distance of the projected neighbors from $y(t)$:

\[ d_{s_{t}} = d_{y(t,y(t_{1}))}, d_{s_{t+1}} = d_{y(t,y(t_{2}))}, \ldots, d_{s_{t+h}} = d_{y(t,y(t_{h}))} \]

In order to avoid any data snooping, the following must hold for all of the projections of the nearest neighbors: $y(t_{1}) \in \{ t_{1}, t_{2}, \ldots, t_{h} \}$. In this step, we extract the projected time indices of $x(t)$'s neighbors’ projections and use them to calculate the distances of their contemporaries $y(t_{1})$, where $t_{1} < t$, such that $t_{1} \in \{ t_{1}, t_{2}, \ldots, t_{h} \}$.

The Affected Variable's Predicted Pattern $h$ Steps Ahead. We use the relevant information from Eqs. 2 and 3 to estimate the predicted pattern $P_{(x+y+h)}$ of $y(t+h)$.

\[ P_{(x+y+h)} = \text{signature} \left( \sum_{t=h}^{y} \right) \]

where

\[ S_{y(t+h)} = \sum_{t=h}^{y} w_{t} \cdot s_{t} \]

and

\[ w_{t} = \frac{d_{s_{t}}} {\sum_{t=h}^{y} d_{s_{t}}} \]

Here, the $d_{s}$ represent the distances from Eq. 3, and

\[ S_{t} = \frac{Y(t_{1}) - Y(t_{2})} {Y(t_{2}) - Y(t_{1})} \]

Remark. $t_{1}, t_{2}, \ldots, t_{h}$, correspond to the ones calculated in Eq. 2.

Here, we are using information from $M_y$ in order to predict $M_y$'s future pattern $y(t+h)$.
Causal Network Analytics. Doing research in the era of big data involves the analysis of interdependencies among many time series variables. Thus, instead of just \( X \) and \( Y \), we have \( N \) variables, i.e., \( X_1, \ldots, X_N \). The variables are heretofore referred to as “nodes” of a network. Hence, the maximum number of causal interactions to be put under scrutiny is \( N(N-1) \), not accounting for loops. Now, we can have a total of \( N(N-1) \) resulting time series of each type [referring to \( P(t), N(t), \) and \( D(t) \), effectively creating three dynamic causal networks, one for each aspect (positive, negative, and dark), or symbolically: \( P_i(t) \), referring to the intensity of positive influence at time \( t \), from node \( i \) to node \( j \); \( N_i(t) \), referring to the intensity of negative influence at time \( t \), from node \( i \) to node \( j \); \( D_i(t) \), referring to the intensity of dark influence at time \( t \), from node \( i \) to node \( j \).

Ultimately, \( P_i(t), N_i(t), D_i(t)/Y/k \), are the positive, negative, and dark aspects, respectively, of the causal network at time \( t \), and can be seen as three concurrent networks, of the same nodes but with mutually exclusive links (no link can exist at the same time for more than one of the three aspects). Optionally, we can filter the network to keep only the strongest relationships. Altogether, we are thus left with three complex weighted networks.

Strength Centrality. This metric refers to the aggregation of the weights of the links from and to the node \( j \). Out-strength denotes the weighted influence exerted directly on other nodes, and in-strength denotes the weighted influence received directly from other nodes. Weights, here, are calculated from Eq. 11.

Link Persistence. This measures the overall weight of a given link from node \( X \) to node \( Y \) by aggregating cumulatively across time to rank time series interdependencies on strength and persistence (38).

Complexity. The proposed method is computationally efficient for long time series (large \( L \)). The only parameters that impact our method are the time series length \( L \) and its embedding dimension \( E \). The higher is \( L \) and/or \( E \), the longer it will take for the distance matrices \( D_X \) and \( D_Y \) to be calculated. To extract the candidate neighbors of a point \( x(t) \), we only need the \( D_i(t), 1: \{ t − 1 \} \) part of \( D_X \) (same for \( D_Y \)). Computing \( D_X \) and \( D_Y \) costs \( L^2E \) for each, and the iteration part of the main algorithm is of order \( O(L) \). The total cost of our algorithm is of order \( O(L^2E+L) \) with the main bulk of the calculations being that of the initial distance matrices. More details about the complexity can be found in SI Appendix, section 3.

Method’s Validation Using Simulation. Our method has been validated using 100,000 simulations and different lengths of chains for the three types of interactions, positive, negative, and dark. Analysis and discussion of this simulation-based validation is provided in detail in SI Appendix, section 4. Particularly for short chain lengths, the results derived are rather impressive.

Data Availability. For the ecosystem analysis, the dataset for the Chihuahuan ecosystem near Portal, Arizona, can be accessed in ref. 39. For the EEG analysis, we use data of 20 subjects from a dataset made available publicly by Henri Begleiter of the Neurodynamics Laboratory of the State University of New York Health Center in Brooklyn, New York (17). Each subject has undergone five trials, and for each trial there are recordings in time series \( L = 256 \) from the 64 electrodes’ voltage measurements. Finally, the banking CDS data are available at Thomson Reuters Datasream. The R code can be accessed at https://github.com/skstavrogloupattern_causality.
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